Email and docs from a VICTIMS advocacy group, sharing the fact that authorities knew that my Identity
was being used, knew I was being harassed, knew that the charges brought forward and claims of
contacting alleged victims were known to be false based on over 100,000 fabricated and false messages,
knew that the alleged victims were in fact creating profiles and using those profiles impersonating my
person and identity to place threats and contact against themselves, and finally authorities seen here
actually coaching the known convicted felons and at that time, prior to charges being filed, speak to the
integrity of the case. In addition, this page contains documentation to discredit every charge alleged as it
would relate to Patrick J Abbott ACTUAL, not the impersonation.
The Advocacy group calls this one of the strongest harassment processes seen in years. ALL items in the
original motion to revoke BOND (now more than three years ago) and intimidate me were proven false,
and fabricated and supported by additional individuals who were asked to lie and participate in offering
false statement evidence.

Here is an email from a VICTIMS advocacy group prior to the charges being filed:

Email 3 June 21, 2018
THIS Notice is known as the Brady law. The Brady v. Maryland is a case in which the
DA knew someone was innocent and they executed him anyway even when he knew
he was innocent.
In your case, immediately I got suspicious of the ADA and complainants when they are
violating ethic rules immediately harassing you in this manner, but then at the same
time, the ADA is accusing you of “harassing them” when she admits they been
harassing YOU and everything the ADA wrote even if true, is you trying to defend
yourself from what seems to be relentless assaults against you. We positioned
ourselves to receive some of these messages related to the smear campaign, such as
the charges of child pornography, human trafficking, terrorist bomb activity and the
murder for hire, which were all, almost immediately dismissed, but used by your
attackers, with knowledge of the HCDA to try and develop an appearance of personality
that is not accurate. We have these social media and direct messages to present when
the time is appropriate.

You can see your case in
http://www.hcdistrictclerk.com/Edocs/Public/Search.aspx?Tab=tabCriminal
You or your wife may have to create an account.
Also, research if the complainant(s)’ or so-called witnesses have criminal backgrounds.

Send me a list of the complainants’ names and any witnesses names and approximate
age, address or anything else so I can run a more extensive background check.
We will continue to monitor the DA office activity as it appears, they are attempting to
develop a case that is not there.
We would also like to offer you a link specific to questions regarding your attorney and
previous documented issues and relationships with the HCDA office. You are not the
first and I assume will not be the last, see the attached docs
@ http://keepusahonest.com/HarrisCountyDA/Martina%20B.%20Longoria.html
Record any phone calls and any person to person conversations. Keep your cellphone
ready to record at all times.

Regards,
Dr. Oto Cantu
281-507-9429 cell and text
2 Attachments

See links to court documents that were never presented, and stealth filed for view hours before the
hearing; see attachments @:
https://img1.wsimg.com/blobby/go/a9a6d24f-4cda-4f0c-b4e5-0ef290ef24ca/downloads/PDFC20180612_%20Motion%20to%20Revoke%20Bond.pdf?ver=1595687231303
https://img1.wsimg.com/blobby/go/a9a6d24f-4cda-4f0c-b4e5-0ef290ef24ca/downloads/PDFC20180614_%20Brady%20V_%20Maryland%20Notice%20from%20A.pdf?ver=1595687231303
https://img1.wsimg.com/blobby/go/a9a6d24f-4cda-4f0c-b4e50ef290ef24ca/downloads/Bron%20Rathert%20Judgement%20page%201.jpg?ver=1595687231303

